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Sim Stars As Headmistress
In "Belles Of St. Trinians"
Pupils make gin in chemistry
class — bet on horse races —
cheat opponents outrageously at
field hockey. St. Trinian's is
certainly one of the oddest
schools ever imagined, and "The
Belles of St. Trinian's" one of
the most hilarious of English
comedies.
Under the sponsorship of the
CA this delightful film will be
shown in the Filene Room at 7
and 9 p. m. on Friday evening.

For 25 cents you will romp
through a mirthful evening with
Alastair Sim, "one of the great
comedians of our time, more
than that one of the great
actors."
Plays Dual Role
"Pictures somehow come alive
when he is on the screen," say
critics of Alistar Sim. In this
film he becomes even more lively when he assumes dual roles
as "headmistress" of St. Trinian and "her" horse-betting
brother. The school, a hotbed of
perfectly awful teachers and
horrid little uninhibited pupils,
provides a fitting background for
his humor.
The production also features
Today tickets go on sale for the
Robinson Players' production of Joyce Grenfell, George Cole and
Oscar Wilde's "Importance of Hermione Baddeley.
Being Earnest" which will be
presented from Thursday, November 20 through Saturday, Nov-! Viles Heads Special
ember 22. All students, faculty, Committee To Probe
and administration personnel
have the opportunity to save 50 Bates Study Facilities
cents if they purchase their
At last week's meeting of the
tickets before Monday. From Student Council the problem of
Monday through Saturday the student study advantages was
price will be $1.50 per ticket.
discussed. A special committee
Tickets will be sold in the of the Student Council under the
dorms, at Rand during dining leadership of Robert Viles has
hours, and in the Den. Students been organized to investigate
should contact Susan Brown, study facilities on campus. A
Pixie Norlander, Robert Cornell, questionnaire concerning this
and Nancy Carey for tickets. Any matter will be given to students
student interested in ordering soon. The Council would appreany number of tickets should ciate cooperation in answering
see Miss Carey. Starting Friday the questions thoughtfully and
tickets will be sold in the De- promptly.
bate Room in Pettigrew from 4
The Council next voted to have
to 6 p. m. each day.
meetings with the Dean every
other week during the Wednesday chapel period. In this way
Correction
the Stu-C will receive the FacStudents must present
ulty viewpoint on controversial
their Identification Books in
issues.
order to be admitted to the
Beverly Bower concert toTonight the Student Council is
night. The Community Conplanning a joint meeting with the
cert ticket will not be acceptproctors. The duties of a proctor
ed as reported in last week's
and his relationship to the
STUDENT.
Council will be discussed.

Sadies Drag Beaux
To Backwoods Ball
Coeds Pay Cost
Of Dales' Waists
On Saturday evening the Bates
coeds will pay three cents an
inch around the male waist to
get their dates into the annual
Sadie Hawkins dance. The affair will take place in the Alumni Gymnasium from 8-11:45 p.m.

Students Begin
Selling Tickets
For Wilde Play

This Sadie Hawkins business
has a long history.
It all started many y'ars ago —
Sadie Hawkins was the daughter
of the earliest settler of Dogpatch, Hekzebiar Hawkins. She
was the homliest gal in all them
thar hills.
On her twenty-first birthday
Girls in Smurd try to corner Allan Wulff as Sadie Hawkins Sadie complained to her father,
Day nears.
(Photo by Snell) "Pappy, Ah is twenty-one y'ars
ole today! Ev'ry other gal in
Dogpatch mah age is married up.
How come Ah hain't?"

Arvio Speaks To Students
At WUS Kick-Off Meeting
By PRISCILLA CHARLTON

"If everyone does his part we
have a good chance to make our
goal oi $1500," noted George
Pickering at the kick-off meeting for the WUS drive held last
Monday evening.
Pickering opened the meeting,
composed of CA delegates from
the larger cabinet, by briefly
summarizing the purpose of WUS
on the Bates campus. He emphasized the educational aspect
of the service. "We must know
what we're doing before we do
it; we must understand the ideals
of WUS before we can ask to
support the fund." This, stated
Pickering, is the reason that the

Concert Artist Performs Tonight
In Second Community Program
By DOROTHY SIBLEY
Beverly Bower, young soprano
soloist of concert and opera
stage, will sing tonight at the
second Lewiston-Auburn Community Concert of the season at
8:15 p. m. This musical program
will be presented in the Lewiston High School Auditorium.
Since her debut role of Violetta in "La Traviata" in the
spring of 1956, this tall, blonde,
and vivacious soprano has been
much in demand. On the concert
stage, Miss Bower has been
soloist with symphony orchestras
from Toronto, Ontario, to Austin, Texas and has been featured as oratorio soloist with
with leading choral societies
such as the Bach Festival Socie-

ty and the Mendelssohn Club of
Philadelphia.
Appears On TV
Her radio and TV appearances
have included a nightly program
on NBC's Philadelphia station,
and appearances with Dave
Garroway and Wally Cox. She
sang on the Arthur Godfrey
Talent Scout TV show and won
a week's engagement on CBSTV.
After early studies in New
York she continued with outstanding teachers in Philadelphia
and was a summer scholarship
pupil at Chautauqua. Among her
singing awards are finalist in the
Voice of Tomorow Contest and
(Continued on page two)

By Subscription

Beverly Bower

CA sent seven delegates to the
recent WUS conference in Cambridge.
Discuss WUS Conference
Gene Verdier expanded on this
theme by giving a resumee of the
conference itself. Buell Gallagher, president of City College of
New York, spoke to the group at
the opening session. In a speech
concerning the effects of the
atom bomb on the world, Gallagher stated that in spite of the
danger of total annihilation, we
must not be "totally pessimistic"
regarding the future of the
world. "As long as the primordial
slime remains the process of
evolution can begin again."
He also reminded the delegates, by quoting Toynbee, that
"our age will be remembered because it is the first age since the
dawn of history in which mankind dared to believe it practical to make the benefits of civilization available to the whole
human race."
Paints Optimistic Picture
At a luncheon gathering, the
students were told that this is
"the age of opportunity; that we
are the generation who will make
a new and peaceful world."
In summarizing the conference
Verdier listed several reasons
for supporting WUS. There is an
international' need for this service, he noted, which college
students are best qualified to
meet. WUS can also make this
"an age of opportunity" for
many underdeveloped countries.
Arvio Outlines Booklet
Raymond Arvio, Regional Secretary for World University Service,
(Continued on page three)

"Have patience, dotter! Yo'll
prob'ly be gittin' a offer any day
now," the old boy replied.
Sadie Complains
Fifteen years later, Sadie tried
again. "Pappy, Ah hain't got a;
offer yet! You gotta git me a husband or yo'll have me on yo'
hands for the rest of yo' natcheral life!"
Hekzebiar replied.
"Dotter,
that sho' would be awful! Ah
got a plan!"
So the next day her pappy
called together all the eligible
bachelors of Dogpatch and announced, "Boys, since none o' yo'
has been man enough t'marry
mah dotter, Ah got to take firm
measures.
Sadie Gets Her Day
"Ah declares t'day
'Sadie
Hawkins Day'. When Ah fires
this head gun ... all o' yo' kin
start a-runnin'. When ah fires
again ', . . after givin' yo' a fair
start . . . Sadie starts a-runnin'.
The one she ketches'll be her
husband. Le's go!"
Well. Sadie did catch one of
the boys. The other spinsters of
(Continued on page two)

Garnet Deadline
Students interested in submitting material for the
winter issue oi the Garnet
are reminded that the deadline is Monday. November 24.
As in past years, essays,
short stories, poetry and art
work may be entered for
consideration.
Manuscripts,
preferably typed, may be
given to any member of the
editorial board. The members of the Garnet staff will
be willing to discuss any material with the writers or
artists prior to the consideration of manuscripts.
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Frosh Sponsor
ColbyRallyWith
Skit By Smurd

Stu-G Members Discuss
Changes In Hazing Rules

Colby Rally

The Stu-G Board opened with
The freshman rally started olT
a report by Sally Benson on the
with a bang last Friday night as
recent WUS Conference at Harmany students formed lines of
vard. Proctors were urged to
marchers behind the band and
pass a few of her impressions
really cheered!
along to the women in the dorms
After the parade the students
in order to boost the campaign
gathered at the skating rink,
as much as possible.
where they were welcomed with
Miss Benson outlined the idea
a joke by Dennis Tourse, the MC
that in our modern world where
for the evening. The cheerleadnuclear energy has become so imers led the yelling, and the
portant, there is a growing tension
Smurd freshmen put on a skit
and potential for destruction. Edentitled "Great Cloister on Small
ucation in the world today will
Lake," in which the freshmen
determine how this great power
triumphed over the sophomores.
will be used ten years from now.
Then the football team made its
Outlines Students' Needs
appearance, accompanied by enCiting some examples of povthusiastic cheers. Both George Majorettes perform at last football rally of the year held erty-stricken areas of the world
Dresser and Walt Slovenski as- Friday evening at the skating rink.
where many youths are forced to
sured us that the boys would do
forego an education, she emphatheir best.
sized that we need only to realize the problems and make an

Sadie Hawkins

Judge Webber Discusses
Court Structure In Maine

(Continued from page one)
By JEAN TUOMI
than appointed, to office, which
Dogpatch reckoned it were such
"Courts must be uninfluenced, Webber believes is detrimental
a good idea that Sadie Hawkins unafraid, and uncontrolled," as- to justice.
Day was made an annual affair. serted Donald W. Webber of AuThe Superior Court receives
Coeds Phone
burn, who is presently a Maine cases which are appealed from
the two other courts. Cases heard
This coming dance is going to Supreme Court judge.
Judge Webber, who has pre- in this court are generally more
be different because the girls are
going to ask the fellows and this viously spoken in Cit Lab, re- j serious. A grand jury not exceedis how they are going to do it. turned in order to give those | ing 23 persons chosen from
Each gal who wants to go to the who are now taking Government j among the citizens sits three
dance is given a number known 100 the opportunity of learning | times a year to screen out those
cases which at least 12 of the
only to one person handling how judicial systems operate.
Have Similar Systems
members do not believe are
this particular committee.
The
judicial
process
consists
ready for trial.
She then may phone the guy
of
the
members,
the
courts,
and
The petty jury of 12 citizens
she would like to take to the
dance, stating simply that she is the rules, stated Webber. All must agree unanimously whether
Sadie Hawkins, number 41 (for persons who engage in court or not a defendant is guilty.
example), and that she wishes work must be thoroughly train- Webber emphasized that juries
him to attend the dance with ed; lawyers, for example, must often fail because of human
her. He is forced by regulation, earn their A.B. and L.L.D. de- frailties, but that it is every
common decency, good sports- grees, pass a difficult bar exam- juror's duty to be as unbiased as
manship, and by threat of dire ination, and then be accepted by possible.
Describes Supreme Court
consequences to accept the first the court.
Webber described the SuThe
rules
used
are
the
state
offer he receives, and does not
know until he is picked up on | and national constitutions, sta- preme Court, in which six judges
the night of the party which tutes, and "common law" which sit. as "a world of paper, not
is based upon previous court de- people." since they seldom see
Sadie Hawkins he has drawn.
cisions. The Constitutions espe- witnesses, but rely on written
Sadie Hawkins Day will also cially require court interpreta- reports. Judges may handle infeature on Friday, after Chapel tion and enforcement because dictments as individuals or as a
time, an epic of Skunk Hollow. "they are growing, flexible in- group.
The whole glorious history of struments."
It is the responsibility of every
this great day will be reenacted
Webber described the court citizen to understand and respect
before your very eyes.
system in Maine and noted that the judicial system which is so
most states have very similar important in his life, concluded
systems, although the names of Webber.
the various levels may differ.
Calendar
Small grievances and minor misTonight
LUND SKIS
$15-$65
demeanors are brought to the
Concert and Lecture Series, Municipal Court. Since it is from
BINDINGS
$6-$14.50
Beverly Bower, Soprano, 8:15 this court that most citizens get
POLES
$5.50-$12.50
p. m., Lewiston High School their impression of the judicial
ACCESSORIES
Auditorium
system, it is important that it
Largest Selection of Sporting
CA Vespers, Chapel
*
be conducted in an orderly and I
Goods in Central Maine
Friday
dignified manner.
j Headquarters for CCM Skates
CA Movie, "Belles of St.
The Probate Court, which
Trinian's," 7 and 9 p. m., Fi- handles cases such as adoption | Discount to Students
lene Room, Pettigrew Hall
and estates of the deceased, is a j Bauer Hardware Co.
specialized court on the same ! Cor. Main-Bates
Saturday
Tel. 4-4568
Sadie Hawkins Dance, Alumni level. Judges are elected, rather
------ --...-.------j
•:—
Gymnasium, 8 p. m.
Monday
1
Fall Sports Dinner

Chapel Schedule
Friday
Music, Bates College Band
Monday
President Charles F. Phillips
Wednesday
Rev. Milton C. Froyd, ColgateRochester Divinity School

GROTTO
RESTAURANT
and HOTEL

Specializing in
Italian - American
Food
COME IN and SEE DAVE

Music Room
Today
Sunday
Tuesday

Class of '55
2-4 p.m.
2-4 p. m.
2-4 p.m.

103 Main St.

Lewiston

PRISCILLA

Friday. Saturday, Sunday

"MOBY DICK"
Gregory Peck
- also -

"THE BQUNTY
HUNTER"
1 Friday
2 P. M.: 6:30 P. M. j
I Sat. Continuous from 1 P.M. I
■ Sun. Continuous from 3 P.M. I
;;
3
iimiiiBuiiiiiniiiuiiDiwiiiiniiaiuiiainniiatMBimiiiiDiiiniinniiiimiinmnminitinniii

WAA Teaches
Refereeing To
Interested Girls

unselfish contribution to help
people in other places help themselves. Contributions will be directed to provision of food,
health services, and scholarships.
Stu-G would like to urge all students to generously join this international campaign.
A discussion followed about
Freshman Rules. Modification of
the coeducational rule during
Friday night rallies apd fellowship group meetings was discussed.
Discuss Freshman Hazing
Freshman Hazing was also discussed. Hazing should be kept
spontaneous within the framework of the rules, but should be
presented before Freshman Rules
start, so that restrictions may be
known from the very beginning.
Emphasis should be given to
Help activities as well as Hell
activities and keep the significance of the Freshman Work
Projects clearly in mind; and the
Stu-G Board should meet during
first week of the semester to
clear up any questions about
hazing or Freshman Rules.
Finally, the incoming sophomores should elect their representatives to a hazing committee
at their first house meetings in
the spring so that the group may
be ready to work in the fall.
Write Rules Pamphlet
By suggestion of group of
Cheney House freshmen, a committee from Stu-G will work on
a special booklet which will present Freshman Rules to the Class
of 1963.
The Board will meet at Rand
this week for a noon meeting because of the Community Concert
in the evening.

This Friday in Rand Gym at
4:00 the second meeting for all
those girls interested in basketball officiating will be held. The
course will be given weekly until the end of the semester. If
you are interested in receiving
your intramural or local ratings,
which can lead to paid jobs at
the high schools in this vicinity,
this will be your first stepping
stone.
The girls in this course will get
valuable practice refereeing our
dorm games, which will start after Christmas vacation. If you
were not able to attend last
Friday's meeting and are interested, this week is not too late
to start.
WAA Plays Stu-G
Concert Artist
Last Wednesday evening the
(Continued from page one)
WAA Board members challenged
winner
of the Pennsylvania FedStu-G to their traditional volleyball game. It will be held at 4:00 eration of Music Clubs auditions.
Students are reminded that
p.m. in Rand Gym, on Tuesday,
they will only be admitted
November 25.
to this concert with their
There will be only one dorm
Student Identification Ticket
volleyball game during the week
Book. The regular Communbefore Thanksgiving vacation.
ity Concert ticket cannot be
On Monday, Frye and Wilson
used for this program.
play Whit and Milliken.

For A

Kosher Style Meal
or Evening Snack
GORDON'S
Serving Bates Students
For 24 Years
Home of Hot Pastromi
Sandwiches and Pizza
187 Main St. Tel. 3-1031

strand

Ritz Theatre
THURS.—
"THE BOLSHOI BALLET"
FRI.-SAT.—
"ANOTHER TIME,
ANOTHER PLACE"
Lana Turner, Barry Sullivan
"MARACAIBO"
Cornel Wilde
SUN.-TUES.—
"THE HUNTERS"
Robert Mitchum
"FROM HELL TO TEXAS"
(Closed Every Wednesday)

•:••

EMPIRE

Thurs.. Fri.. Sat.:

ALL
THIS
WEEK

"From The Earth
To The Moon"
and

"Hong Kong
"Confidential"

(UMHBUB ,

—

<

SPENCER IMCV*

Sun., Mon., Tue.. Wed.:

"Blood Of
Vampire"

- STARTS SUNDAY -

and

"Onionhead"

"Monster On
The Campus"

Andy Griffith
Felicia Farr
Walter Maithau

*7
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ChairmenName Solicitors
For Student Benefit Dance
The Christian Association has
announced that the dorm representatives and the WUS solicitors for the coming 1958-1959
college year have been selected.
President, George Pickering;
Mary Ann Burdett, chairman of
the dorm representatives commission;
and Linda Tanner,
chairman of the WUS commission, made known the names today.
Miss Burdett will represent the
CA at Rand. Others representing
the CA are: Priscilla N. Charlton, Cheney; Helen C. Wheatley,
Whittier; Diana Sutcliffe, Chase;
Mary Morton, Hacker; Louise
Reid, Frye; Hannah Faulkner,
Milliken; Judith Hart, Wilson;
Judith Roberts, Mitchell; and JoAnita Sawyer
and Priscilla
Hjelm, New Dorm.
Select WUS Reps
The CA, finding that there was
no real need for dorm reps in
the men's dorms has instead
picked a number of reliable men
in each dorm to collect for the
WUS drive.
They are as follows: David B.
Burnett and Alfred R. Turner,
Roger Bill; Carl Cowan, E.
Douglass Ayer, and George A.
Dresser, West Parker; Harold

Rhythm Lads Play
At Off-Campus Dance
In Eerie Atmosphere
"Horror" was the theme of the
Chase Hall Dance last Saturday
evening. The dance, which was
sponsored by the Men's OffCampus Organization,
offered
thrills and chills from every
corner.
The decorations which featured "Batesy" hair raisers provided an eerie atmosphere. Music
for the evening of suspense was
furnished by The Rhythm Lads,
a new group to the campus.
Home-baked delicacies provided by parents and friends of the
group served as welcome refreshment.

Smith and James Carignan, East
Parker; David Easton, Walter
Collins, Steven Wardwell, and
Donald Welch, John Bertram;
Harold Larson, and Brooke
Nay lor, Smith North; Richard I
Larson and Frederic Auwarter,
Smith Middle; Randolph Quint
and George Deuillet, Smith
South; and Gerald Davis, Chase
Hall.
The CA through the dorm representatives is able to give the
student body the kind of personal contact that will help to foster understanding and close cooperation between it and the
student body. The function of the
representatives is not only to
make the students aware of the
work of the CA and of its many
events, but also to tell the CA
about you and your wants and
suggestions.

Ed. Note: The following
Letter to the Editor is reprinted from "Ye Olde Tech
News," a special edition
printed by Worcester Polytechnic Institute on October
25, 1958. Though this protest
was written in 1912, we feel
that these arguments are still
applicable today. Any letters
to the contrary will be welcome.
To the Editor of the Tech News:
My roommate is a chemist. I
can't imagine why anyone wants
to room with a chemist for, but
the above statement is a fact,
just the same. When a man
comes home from the laboratory
four times a week and smells
like a defunct skunk, it is time
that something in the way of advance in chemistry was made.
Why on earth can't they teach
them something besides the
manufacture of vile smudges
which render the men unfit to
associate with their like in form
but not in order? Why, I have
seen my "wife" dress up and go
out to see his girl, and come
back inside of an hour, because

Tremendous

BOOK SALE
Drastic Reductions on Hundreds of Fine Volumes!

SAVE 50%. TO 70%

59c to n.98
PHILOSOPHY
SCIENCE
ROMANCE

BIOGRAPHY
-

PSYCHOLOGY
HISTORY

-

SPORTS

-

POETRY
-

HUMOR

REFERENCE
ART

-

TRAVEL

And Many More — Come Early for Best Choice

All Subjects! Hundreds of Bargains!
Sale Starts Today!

South Africa, for example, there
is only one
non-segregated
school. This school needs support
for its medical students and facilities more than ever before as
the ratio of doctors in this country is about one to every 30,000
people.

By PETE SKELLEY

Tech Student Complains
About ChemLab 'Aromas'

Bates Book Store

LITERATURE

Needy Students Receive Support
From World University Service

she said his hair smelt like the
deuce. I should think the theaters
should refuse to admit them;
every electric car says "or otherwise obnoxious person" and so I
suppose they have to walk all
the time.
Another source of grievance is
their system of naming things.
Only a few days ago I returned
home to find him writhing on the
floor in agony, with a strip of
paper a yard long dangling from
his teeth. I gave him some whiskey, which seemed to help him
— whiskey seems to help all
chemists — and then I pulled the
paper from his teeth. On it was
written a lot of C's and H's and
after it was written "leucyl triglycly leucyl triglycyl leucyl octoglycyl glycerine" and some
more gibberish telling how to
make it. Now I think it's positively inhuman to require men
to assimilate any such material
as that. I. for one, put myself on
record in the following manner.
1. I protest against having
my roommate smell like the foul
decomposition product of a polecat.
2. I believe that in justice to
our future men and women, we
should not force men to go
through any such contortions as
my roommate was engaged in,
merely to obtain a diploma.

Speaking in chapel Monday
morning, Raymond Arvio, Regional Secretary for the World
University Service, opened the
annual WUS Fund Drive on the
Bates Campus by discussing
briefly the work being done by
this organization.
Sicknesses Afflict Students
Arvio stated that we can not
Fields of great need lie in stusolve the problem of all of our dent lodging and living, health
universities but that we can help and technical assistance. It was
humanity. World University discovered that one out of every
Service operates in 42 countries eight students in the Hong Kong
and because of its international University are tuberculosis susnature, is related to UNESCO as pects. Many go without medical
a consultant agency. Coopera- attention and are often afflicted
tively they conduct a number of with common diseases which
projects.
could be easily cured by using
This past summer representa- modern day drugs.
tives of World University SerIn conclusion, the WUS secvice from all 42 countries met in retary noted that "it is practical
Quebec to evaluate projects be- to make the benefits of human
ing undertaken. WUS is support- service to all the human race."
ed internationally by organizations of the three major faiths,
and nationally by student religious groups.

WUS Kick-Off

Discusses Characteristics
Arvio then discussed a few
characteristics of the World University Service. Its prime purpose is to serve as a student relief organization. The speaker
declared that WUS is not a
"one-way street." "Many of you
may think of our work as charity," he asserted, "but it is not a
charity, but rather a mutual assistance."

(Continued from page one)
briefly discussed the booklet
given to all students last week.
He pointed out that WUS helps
students in other countries to
h^Ip 'hemselves.

The meeting was then opened
»c a discussion of how to best
conduct the soliciting of pledges
a'. Bales. After the students attending the meeting had turned
in their personal pledges it was
The needs are very great in announced that $204 had been
many countries. In the Union of a'ready promised.

Representatives Interview
Students On Bates Campus
Tuesday, November 18, Charles
G. Wolz of the New York State
Department of Civil Service will
discuss opportunities in the State
Government Service and will
show a film at the luncheon
meeting.
Wednesday, November 19, William T. Heisler from the Perkins
School for the Blind and Boston
University School of Education
will show a film entitled "The
Perkins Story" followed by a
discussion period in the Filono
Room at 2:10 p.m. He win also
hold individual interviews with
possible candidates for the teacher training course.'

Makfe Appointments
3. I believe that such contorMilton C. Froyd from Colgate
tions arc injurious to mind and
Rochester Divinity School will
body.
also be here on Wednesday. All
4. I believe that education students interested in speaking
does not consist of any such ma- with men should sign up for interial.
terviews at the placement office
5. I protest against furnishing as soon as possible.
all the whiskey for reviving the
The Scandinavian Seminar for
poor victim.
cultural studies has announced
6. I suggest that the Chemis- individual study programs for
try Department furnish whiskey. college graduates, juniors, and

DRAPER'S
BAKERY

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
We specialize in
BIRTHDAY CAKES
and
PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS
For Parties
Delivery Upon Request
54 Ash Street

Tel. 4-7326

j professional people.
ApplicaI tions made before January 15
| will be given priority consideration, but others will be accepted
until April 1. For further information and applications write to
the Scandinavian Seminar, 127
East 73rd Street, New York 21,
New York.
Publish Poetry
The American College Poetry
Society will publish this winter
an anthology of original works
done by college students. The
poetry, dealing with any subject,
must be submitted by December
1. 1958. to Alan C. Fox, American College Poetry Society, Box
24463. Los Angeles 24. California.
National scholarships for college senior women are being offered by the Katherine Gibbs
Schools for their secretarial
training course. Applicants for >
scholarships, consisting of full
tuition ($785) plus a cash award
($500). must send in their application before March 1, 1959
along with a letter of recommendation from an official of
Bates.

| CONGRATULATIONS TO

j THE COLONEL

Call and Delivery

from

!

j OLIVE - DAUB - FUNK
^•^

INCORPOR.UO

^F^

College Agent, Barbara Farnum

"

and

I

THE STAFF

•
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Editorials
Study Crisis On Campus
Availability of study faciliities on campus has been a subject for discussion among students in recent years; however,
the problem was brought to the forefront this fall with the
Administration's new ruling on Skelton Lounge.
The official policy statement is as follows: "This Lounge
offers reading and recreational facilities for men; it is not a
study room." On the surface this appears to be a fine suggestion for enlarging recreational facilities on campus. Upon
more careful examination the new rule indicates that men
had been studying illegally in this "restricted" room.
Are there any solutions to this problem of inadequate study
facilities on campus, best exemplified by the forced use of
Skelton Lounge for serious purposes?
Extend Library Hours
By turning our attention to the library we are centering
on an area which is intended for serious studying and offers
a feasible solution to the problem on campus. At present this
building is open only until 9:30 p. m. — quite early in comparison with most colleges in the country.
We would like to suggest that the upstairs part of the
library be kept open until midnight or even later. This proposal would make it possible to lock the principal part of the
building (which includes main floor facilities and the stacks)
at the regular time, thus eliminating the financial problem
of keeping the library staff on duty any later than at present.
Instead a student monitor could be in charge of supervising
the upstairs rooms.

Vat T><*Me* Smoking Report Resumes;
Committee Print* Finds

No pinnings or engagements
this week to report. What's the
matter, boys — you're slipping!!!
"Yes, George, each of us
has his own problems."

As the clouds drifted by last
week, the refreshing breeze
brought by them afforded much
enjoyment. Hope the same kind
of weather drops around more
often — don't mind classes then.
The coed dining was enjoyed by all who participated, in the dinner last Thursday night at Commons. It
was commented by one of
the boys that "we should
have the girls over here more
often — it's even better than
staring at the peanut butter
jars!"
In their exultation over defeating Bates Saturday, Colby
tried to take half of the campus
back with them. Guess it happens so seldom to them that
they lost their heads in their victory — they even wanted a baton to lead the followers back to
their own campus with. Enough's
enough.

On The Bookshelf

Collected Short Stories by Aldous Hurley
Dorm Distractions
The Sovereign States by James
Jackson Kilpatrick
If we consider dormitories as a possible answer to the
"study question" we find that there are several problems as- Granite And Rainbow by Virginia Woolf
sociated with these residences. Though dorms are techniAdmiral Hornblower in The West
cally considered by the College as rooms for students to finish
Indies by C. S. Forester
all of their late-hour work this is not quite the case in reality. Soviet Strategy in the Nuclear
Age by Raymond L. Cathoff
It is very difficult, in fact quite impossible, for one to expect perfect silence in quarters where generally three stu- The Democratic Roosevelt, A
Biography of Franklin D.
dents are rooming together. Due to the close proximity of
Roosevelt by Rexford G.
the rooms on the floor as well as the natural distractions
Tugwell
found in any "liveable" dwelling there are bound to be dis- The Greek Experience by C. M.
Bowra
turbances. This is more of a problem in the men's residences
Aku-Aku,
The Secret of Easter
where the absence of reception areas increases the tendency
Island by Thor Heyerdahl
for noise to exist within students' rooms.
The Uniting of Europe
By adopting the library suggestion it would be practical
by Ernst B. Haas
to fully convert the Skelton Lounge into a recreational and Peace or Atomic War?
by Dr. Albert Schweitzer
reading area, at the same time relaxing the undue pressures
Once to Sinai
which have been placed on the dormitories.
by H. M. F. Prescott
Hawaii Under Army Rule
Committee Studies Problem
by J. Garner Anthony
Recently a committee on Study Facilities, under the chair- The Loom of History
manship of Robert Viles, has been set up under the Student
by Herbert J. Muller
Council. At present the group is investigating the study fa- Insight — A Study of Human
Understanding
cilities on campus in order to make specific recommendaby Bernard J. F. Lonergan
tions to the Faculty and Administration based on its con- The Era of Theodore Roosevelt
clusions.
by George E. Mowry
Tomorrow the student body will receive a questionnaire The Dream of Arcadia
by Van Wyck Brooks
prepared by the committee. Here is your chance to express
The Galloping Head
sound constructive proposals on how to improve study areas
by Dr. Sydney W. Jackman
at Bates. We strongly urge all of you to take a few minutes Antitrust Policies
off to answer the form as the group needs full student coopby Simon N. Whitney
eration to accomplish its purpose. Students with concrete Caligula and Three Other Plays
by Albert Camus
proposals are invited to attend any of the committee meetNo More War
ings which are to be held after Chapel (from 9-9:30 a. m.)
Dr. Lineis Pauling

Mondays and Fridays in the Roger Williams Conference
Room.
,

Black Tuesday
It was Black Tuesday for the Republican Party last week
as the Democrats achieved a landslide victory in a very
crucial mid-term election. Throughout the country voters
showed their dissatisfaction with the Eisenhower Administration by bouncing many Republican incumbents out of
office in favor of political novices on the Democratic ticket.
There are several aspects of the results which deserve comment. Probably one of the biggest surprises was the voters'
reaction against the Old Guard Republican wing in the Senate. Among the conservatives retired from office were Senators John W. Bricker of Ohio, Charles E. Potter of Michigan,
Arthur V. Watkins of Utah and Frank A. Barrett of Wyom(Continued on page five)
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By PETER CASTAGNARO
Gentle Readers: Three weeks
ago this newspaper published the
first report of the STUDENT
Smoking Committee. The consensus of opinion among you,
was that the report was nothing
but a "fill-in" article obviously
written because there was not
enough material to fill up the
feature section. Now this is a
gross untruth! This report was
and is a sincere attempt to help
you better understand the world
smoking situation.
However, it would be a lie to
say that none of you took the report seriously. Some of you, apparently on the higher intelligence level, were obviously impressed. This was evident by the
increased cigarette and even
cigar sales in the Lewiston-Auburn area over the last three
weeks.
States Problems
Also, the STUDENT was forced
to hire five new clerks to handle
the many cards and letters sent
by you, gentle readers. As was
promised, your cards were
promptly burned and your letters have become the property
of the Bates College STUDENT
to the extent that a second hand
filing cabinet was purchased at
a local pawn shop. Your letters
have been dutifully deposited in
this and the whole mess stored in
a lower cellar of Chase Hall and
already are almost forgotten.
Now on with the report!! The
fifth type of smoker to be
analyzed was the proverbial
"new smoker." This one is really
a laugh. He has, of course, been
very much sheltered by his parents, and upon coming to college
finds that smoking is really a
way of life. Thus he can be seen

IVY LEAGUE

SPORT & DRESS SHIRTS

. at 7:00 a.m. (when no civilized
person is ever up) furtively buy[ ing a package of cigarettes and
casually getting an oath, written
in blood, from the clerk that he
j "will never tell."
Describes Green One
He then opens the package;
[on the wrong end, neglecting to
break the Federal Seal, is arrested by the F.B.I, agent stationed in all conservative New
England colleges (least they become reactionary), and spends
the rest of his life in a federal
prison.
The sixth type of smoker is
one that is prevalent around
college campuses, that is, the
"poor smoker." This individual
has no business smoking. He is
really very foolish because when
he has money he spends it on
such things as food, books, and
laundry bills. Thus he can be
seen in the local student cocktail lounge or soda jerkery
"second-smoking." Second-smoking is really one of the finer arts.
It consists of inhaling smoke
that someone has just blown out.
The National Health Council, for
obvious reasons, wants laws
passed against second-smoking,
but as yet no legislation has
been passed mainly because no
one can think of the proper
terminology.
This concludes another report
of the STUDENT Smoking Committee. Again you are to be reminded that your cards and letters will be greatly appreciated.
Please do not use stamps as this
will greatly increase the possibility of your letters getting
here, and then someone might
have to read them. It's bad
enough that someone has to read
this.
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Letters To The Editor
To the Editor:
I appreciated the editorial of
two weeks ago concerning the
lack of Letters-to-the-Editor.
Perhaps one clue to the understanding of this problem is the
frequent statement, "I'd write a
letter but I need Prof. X's recommendation for grad school,
and well, you know him!" Another thing is that sometimes
job-holders, loan-seekers, and
scholarship-holders are subtly
reminded to "play ball" in order
to continue receiving their financial aid.
Analyzes Apathy
These are legitimate feelings
and many a student could place
his college career in jeopardy
by expressing his views. As Kyle
Robinson of Michigan
State
points out in a letter to Time,
Dec. 9, 1957:
"Is it complacency or fear of
expulsion that quells uprisings
on the part of the student? The
days of freedom of expression
are long gone — bulging enrollments and over-crowded classrooms leave no room for behavior contrary to administrative
'suggestion'."
Charlie Updegraph '59

Debaters Earn
First Place Tie
In MIT Tourney

politics, science, and religion;
events or trends of which one
doesn't read much about in the
newspapers or magazines. In
Bates College upheld its fine
short, I find too many chapel
tradition in debating last Saturprograms neither challenging
nor intellectually stimulating. day in the Massachusetts Debate
Too many students, including Tourney held at M.I.T.
myself, have become incurious
Debating on the topic "Retowards chapel, which is plainly solved that further developevident by the number of those ment of nuclear weapons should
who read or sleep while the
be prohibited by international
speaker drones on.
agreement," Malcolm MacBain
Offers Alternative
Since I have criticized the and Robert Viles of the affirmachapel program, I wish to offer tive defeated the teams from
an alternative. I would suggest Boston University, M.I.T., and
eliminating Wednesday religious j Dartmouth. The negative team of
service with a voluntary one on Jack Simmons and Robert SoloSunday. Also, I believe that
mon beat M.I.T. and Radcliffe but
there should be, instead of the
Monday and Friday programs, lost to Harvard.
one or two voluntary chapels a MacBain Excels
month presenting a speaker
Bates, Harvard and Williams
who is a man of thought and ac- each had five wins against one
tion. I am thinking of Dr. defeat. Bates however finished
Shapley, the astronomer, for ex- third and Harvard first accordample. With men of his calibre, ing to a point system of scoring.
the Bates Chapel program would
Malcolm MacBain was chosen
be worthwhile and even exciting. 11 h e
outstanding
affirmative
Wolfgang Schmeller '61 speaker of the tournament.

Chiang States Intention
To Liberate Continent

To the Editor:
We wish to complain about not
having our telephone number
listed correctly in the Bates College Directory. Our number is
2-9340 and not that which was
listed.
The Chase Hall Students

Editorial

,

Black Tuesday
(Continued from page four)
ing. It is interesting to note that Barrett was defeated by a
college professor, Gale McGee, who was entering the political
arena for the first time.
This trend towards a more liberal coloration in Congress is
a step in the right direction. It has narrowed even further
the differences between the major wings in the two political
parties, as both groups are tending to veer towards the
"center."
New Republican Face
We were very pleased with the election of Nelson Rockefeller in the New York Gubernatorial race. Though the Republicans claimed this as a victory for the Party we feel it
was more of a personal triumph for the candidate himself.
Throughout the campaign Rockefeller tried to avoid connecting himself with the Republicans, as can be evidenced from
his posters which often omitted the Party label. His platform
also embraced many of the Democratic ideals. After his defeat Governor Harriman pointed out that the Democrats will
fully support Rockefeller "if he carries forward the proposals
and programs of the New Deal which he embraced during
the campaign."
Coming in the face of nationwide Republican defeats, Rockefeller's victory places him as a strong rival to Nixon for the
Presidential nomination in 1960 despite the Governor-elect's
statement that he had every intention of serving four full
years in Albany. The Republicans will be very anxious to
run a candidate in 1960, such as "Nelson" who could campaign more on his own merits, relying less on the stigma that
the Party name has today. Nixon is too closely affiliated
with the Republicans to be in such a position.
The Vice-President himself received two blows in this
November election. His nation-wide stomping brought very
few results; in fact, unexpected Democratic victories occurred in many states through which he campaigned. At the
same time, the voters in California, Nixon's home state,
elected both a Democratic Senator and Governor not to mention the new Democratic control of the state legislature.
Though neither of these defeats can be directly attributed
to the Vice-President they have undoubtedly weakened his
influence in political circles.

By ROBERT F. S. YAP
. have the capabilities of gaining
The Chinese Nationalist For- I back China unless aided by some
eign Ministry issued one of the i strong power like the United
strongest statements since 1949 to States or by some internal chaos
a group of overseas Chinese and revolution in China itself.
leaders last week. The statement Reminds About Defense Pact
was more or less an assurance
As the United States and Nathat the Chinese Nationalist Gov- tionalist China have a mutual deernment would not hesitate using
fense pact, it is inevitable that in
Democratic Picture
force if and when conditions the event of a large scale attack
To the Editor:
warranted
it.
On
the
Democratic
side there were no developments which
After having observed as a
by Red China on Formosa and its
A Ministry spokesman told the off shore islands, Quemoy, Matsu, would establish a clear favorite to lead his party two years
student the Bates Chapel program for two and a half semes- visiting Chinese leaders that if and the Pescadores, the United hence. John F. Kennedy, by receiving a whopping recordters, I feel that the reasons there should be an uprising sim- States will declare war on Red breaking majority of 870,000 in his race for re-election to the
Senate, will be a definite contender. Senator Stuart Syminggiven for having three chapels a ilar to that which took place in China also.
Hungary not so long ago the Naton looms as a possible Presidential candidate after winning
week are not satisfactory.
The question is whether or not
In the first place, the chapel tionalist Government would take it is worth sacrificing the lives of in Missouri by a handsome 300,000 vote majority. Governor
program is said to be a means of the opportunity of making a young Americans in a war G. Mennen (Soapy) Williams by winning an unprecedented
fostering community spirit. To show-down with the Communist among the Chinese people. If sixth term in Michigan is very definitely in the picture.
this I object, because it seems regime, hoping to liberate the Nationalist China topples, the
Governor Robert B. Meyner of New Jersey by his contrithat the general attitude of the mainland from the clutches of Philippines might be the next bution to the spectacular victory of former Representative
student body towards this pro- international Communism.
victim of Communist China, and Harrison A. Williams, Jr., for a Republican-held Senate seat,
gram is largely a negative one, Interprets Proclamation
eventually, the whole of South- deserves consideration. A new face on the Democratic scene
or one of antipathy for the most
Taken at its surface value, the east Asia might just be one big was that of Edmund G. (Pat) Brown, Governor-elect of Calipart. Now as long as these atti- proclamation of the use of force mass under the control of Com- fornia, whose indicated majority over Senator William F.
tudes prevail I feel it is mean- by the Nationalists means very munist China.
Knowland rose toward the one million-vote mark. Paul M.
ingless to speak of the chapel as little, in view of the fact that the
Butler, Democratic National Chairman, called Browrt the
Displays Encouragement
fostering a community spirit or size of the Nationalist army is
man to watch in the next two years.
Most of the overseas Chinese
"togetherness."
just a small drop of water in an
We will eagerly be keeping an eye on political developin South-east Asia have been
It seems that many students ocean in comparison to that of
ments
in the coming months. From all indications the nomigreatly discouraged by the
have this attitude because they Communist China. This pessithreats followed by no action nating conventions in the summer of 1960 should prove to
are bored by the irrelevant mistic view is shared by those
on the part of Chiang Kai-shek's be both interesting and exciting.
and/or mediocre fare to which who have been hearing Nationalgovernment. The release of that
they are subjected to in the ear- ist threats of overpowering the
statement of using force, if
ly morning hours as a captive mainland ever since they were
FOR THE BEST IN
necessary, by the Nationalist
L&A BOWLING
audience. Indeed, I ask, where driven out by the Communist
Foreign Ministry, was an assurare the well-informed and stim- regime.
ALLEYS
GOOD THINGS
ance that Chiang's regime is not
ulating speakers from the "outThough the Nationalist army is
as weak as it seems. It was also
8
Ash
Street
side world" who are to infor n trained and equipped by the
TO EAT
10 ALLEYS
us of the significant events i' United States, it could hardly an indirect appeal to overseas
Chinese for moral support.
ALL THE TIME . . . IT'S
Automatic Pin Setters
Perhaps quite a few people at
SNACK BAR
Bates College will say, "What
does the chaos in South-east Open During the Week and
Sabattus Street
All Day Sat. and Sun.
Asia have to do with us?"
or "Why should we bother to
We
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give it a thought?" Before the
Korean conflict, how many
— Features —
young Americans had any
See Our
knowledge of that far-off country
called Korea? Yet quite a few
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Americans lost their lives in the Selection of Diamonds
country they knew nothing about.
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Another war similar to that of
the Korean conflict could likely
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By ALAN WAYNE
The 1958 Bates College football season came to a roaring
close last Saturday afternoon as the potent Colby Mule struggled to get what they came for — their first State Series title
in 17 years — while several Colby partisans tried to emulate
their bruised heroes in post-game endeavors but that's another story. First, a few words for Bob Hatch's fighting crew.
Little To Be Ashamed Of

George Dresser

Bill Heidel

John Makowsky

Staff Chooses All-Maine Squad;
Maine, Colby Candidates Govern

It is my sincere opinion that the Bobcats played one helluva
game, despite their wilting once too often before the visitors'
relentless ground and aerial attack, keynoted by sophomore
fullback Bob Nigro and senior quarterback Mark Brown reThe sports editorial staff of the Makowsky's spirited all-around both the Maine and Bates games.
spectively. Two fourth down gambles by Bates, both of which
STUDENT
has picked an all- play of professional caliber made At tackle, we have Dave Berbackfired deep in their own territory, individually set up
state
team
which
is composed of him a unanimous backfield man of Colby and Hal Violette of
Colby's second and third touchdowns within four minutes
the top performers in the state choice. Makowsky was a consis- Maine. Violette and Berman are
before intermission time. However, the Cats, behind 18-6,
tent ground gainer and defensive two aggressive tacklers who
surprised all as they refrained from their usual lethargic sec- series contests.
standout in every appearance. handled their blocking duties
ond half performances of late. Quarterback Bill Heidel was Maine Line Outstanding
Makowsky also showed his verimmense as he clicked on pass-scoring plays to Jim Wylie
The team is dominated by satile ability by performing at with favorable results as is
and Frank Vana, both executed in scintillating fashion. How- Maine and Colby who are repre- both halfback positions in addi- shown by the efficient running
attack to their side.
ever, Colby rebounded, as they did all day, when they fol- sented by five players each. Al- tion to fullback plunging.
Eberbach-Clough At Guards
lowed Wylie's T. D. with a crushing drive capped by Nigro's' though Maine was runner-up
At the guard locations we have
winning plunge to break the hearts of the ecstatic group to Colby, the Black Bears had Nigro Closet Fast
Bob Nigro, as a Colby sopho- Charley Eberbach from Maine
seated on the east side of the field.
allowed but two touchdowns in
more, stole the fullback position and Bill Clough of Colby. EberBates has very little to be ashamed about in losing to the series play. The Maine line had from the veteran runners of the bach is a twenty-five year old
well-greased Colby machine. Sparkling pass defense by the complete authority over the op- state. Nigro came into his own senior whose wealth of experiMules prevented one Garnet score and questionable tactics position in all but sixteen disas- against Maine and Bates as his ence showed through his stellar
stopped another. The Colby line, averaging 200 pounds per trous minutes against Colby.
wall busting running was a
Those sixteen minutes were steady yard gaining source. The play in every game. Clough is a
man, opened huge holes for the successful off tackle series
sophomore who improved rapidly
and provided consistent interference for Nigro and Company. filled with Mark Brown proficient 190 pounder plunged for a couple throughout the season and was in
Colby was the opportunist, capitalizing on the very costly passes which lifted Colby to the of scores against the Bobcats and peak form at State Series time.
Bobcat mistakes and turning them into their own good ad- state crown. Brown took the sig- was a terror on defense throughvantages. Bates played a commendable game as the score nal caller's slot by the narrowest out the series. He should be the Wylie, Drayton. Welch Hindered
There were three Garnet memindicates, despite the mental lapses. Coach Bob Clifford and of margins from Bill Heidel. Hei- back to watch in Maine next
bers
who have the ability to be
del
who
was
the
state's
top
punthis team should make a pilgrimage somewhere (I won't state
season.
all-star
nominees but were hamthe location) to give thanks that they survived on Saturday, er and passer throughout the seaJohn Welch of Maine won the pered by injuries. One was end
son
was
slowed
up
by
a
knee
November 8, 1958.
injury in the Maine and Bowdoin remaining backfield position. The Jim Wylie who made the team
Well, another season is being registered in the record books games.
one hundred and eighty pound last year. Wylie spent a few days
under the heading of two wins, four losses and a tie. It could
halfback was the busiest ball car- in the infirmary previous to the
have easily been 3-4, 4-3 or even 5-2 if in the Tufts, Bowdoin Close Battle At Center
rier in Maine. Welch carried the Bowdoin game and was not at
and Colby contests . . . Certainly, a round of applause should
Another tight battle was waged ball more times and picked up full strength for the tilt. Don
be given to Co-captain John Makowsky, one of the most tal- for the center position where more yardage than any other Welch had a couple of fine games
ented runners to perform in these environs, and to field gen- Roger Ellis, George Dresser, and Maine ball carrier.
at guard against Maine and Boweral Heidel, who tossed seven touchdown passes during the Tom Connors all played tough, Cavari Leading Receiver
doin but saw little action against
season to rank among the best in New England. Both of them steady games. Roger Ellis settled The ends on the team are Ed Colby which seriously barred his
will be sorely missed next season as will be Co-captain Jim matters against Bowdoin when Manson of Maine and Pete Ca- chances. The third hard luck
Geanakos, George Dresser, Larry Hubbard, Dave Walsh, Fred he turned in a tremendous dis- vari of Colby. Manson is a senior Bobcat was Freddy Drayton who
Drayton and Gerry Davis.
play of shattering tackles that flanker who grabbed some timely is all-star material in every sense
Tomorrow night the annual Fall Sports "banquet" will be accounted for four Bowdoin passes and was a stalwart on de- of the word but as has been the
fense. Cavari was the leading case for the past two seasons, the
held at which time the above-mentioned and others will be fumbles.
John Makowsky was the sole pass receiver in Maine and injury jinx plagued his desire to
honored. We would like to extend congratulations to all
Bobcat to make the first team. caught the winning TD tosses in play.
concerned.
Post-Game Events Inevitable
Now switching to Garcelon Field or rather Madison Square
Garden, for the local pasture resembled to some degree the
famed fight arena around 4:15 p. m. Saturday. As the final
gun sounded, the barbaric hordes from the North made a
beeline for the goalposts, one of which had had some preliminary work done on it during the week. The Colby rooters
were naturally enthused at the outcome of the game and tearing down the goalposts is, of course, a traditional way to
express one's feelings. It is also a traditional way to prompt
an all-out brawl with the home team partisans. Such was the
case here.

All-Maine Line-ups
FIRST TEAM
Class Wgt.
School
Senior
192
Maine
Junior
172
Colby
Soph.
205
Colby
Junior 216
Maine
Soph.
190
Colby
Senior
195
Maine
Senior 215
Maine
Senior
176
Colby
Senior
170
BATES
Junior
180
Maine
190
Colby
Soph.

Pos.
Name
End
Ed Manson
End
Pete Cavari
Tackle
Dave Berman
Tackle
Hal Violette
Guard
Bill Clough
Charlie Eberbach
Guard
Center
Roger Ellis
QB
Mark Brown
The fisticuffs were confined mainly to the playing field,
HB
JOHN MAKOWSKY
with sporadic tussles around the Den, including one attack
HB
John Welch
on the band which must have required a lot of guts. Bates
FB
Bob Nigro
men, once they started moving, handled themselves very
SECOND TEAM
well and as a result, I would venture to say that many Mayflower Hill morons are nursing throbbing craniums today.
Junior
180
BATES
End
JIM WYLIE
Senior
185
Colby
End
Bob
Bruce
Taking everything into consideration, it is hard to evaluate
Senior
197
Maine
Jim Soper
such a demonstration. A certain amount of "color" is inevit- Tackle
202
BATES
Junior
Tackle
BILL
HAYES
ably injected into every grid season, as evidenced by the curBowdoin
Junior
175
Joe Carven
rent Tufts-Williams hassle over the defacing of a Williams Guard
Junior 200
BATES
JACK FLYNN
building and the riot, which had to be quelled by tear gas, at Guard
Senior
180
BATES
the University of Tennessee. Countless pranks- and stunts Center GEORGE DRESSER
Senior
195
Colby
have occurred in the past, are being pulled off in the present, Center Tom Connors
Senior
190
QB
BATES
BILL HEIDEL
and will be continued to be formulated in the future. If you
Junior
185
Bowdoin
HB
Bob Hawkes
are on the receiving end of such maneuvers, you aren't likely
Junior 195
HB
Bob Bragg
Maine
tc be too deposed to standing by. While the events which
Senior
182
FB
Maine
John Theriault
unfolded recently were hardly of the scope of some high
school jobs, they nevertheless left sour taste around here. It
served to increase, the intense rivalry between the two
ATTENTION. STUDENTSl
schools, intensity which will undoubtedly be reflected when
— MONIER'S TEXACO STATION —
ever-lovin' coach Lee Williams brings his Colby hoopsters to
Corner
of Main and Russell Streets, offers these specials for you
Alumni Gym Wednesday night, December 3, for the season
(1)
LUBRICATION . . $1
opener for both squads.
(2) Oil and ALL other accessories 10% off
(Continued on page seven)

Hgt.
Hometown
6'2"
Winthrop, Maine
6'0"
W. New York, N. J.
5' 11" Hull, Mass.
5'9"
Winslow, Maine
5' 10" New London, N. H.
6'0"
Brewer, Maine
6'2"
Westwood, Mass.
5'11" Waltham. Mass.
5'11" Pomfret Center. Conn.
5' 11" Newburyport, Mass.
5' 10" Maiden, Mass.
6'2"
Needham, Mass.
6'1"
Brookline, Mass.
5' 10" Orland, Maine
5' 11" Uxbridge, Mass.
5' 10" Weymouth, Mass.
5'ii" Danvers, Mass.
5'7"
Byfield, Mass.
5' 10" Cheshire, Conn.
60"
Meriden, Conn.
5' 10" Danvers, Mass.
6'0"
Fairfield, Maine
5'11" Waterville, Maine
STATE SERIES RESULTS
W L T Pts. Agst
Colby
3
0 0 85 42
Maine
2
1 0 89 16
BATES
0 2 1 32 80
Bowdoin
0 2 1 26 95

u
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Colby Annexes State Series Crown
Maine Takes Bowdoin; Gallant Garnet Turned Back, 25-18'
Ellis Plays Strong Game Heidel's Magic Sparks Late Rally
By JACK DeGANGE
The faculty, administration and
trustees of Bowdoin College
heaped honors and praise on
Adam Walsh during this past
Homecoming Weekend, but the
University of Maine put something of a damper on Polar Bear
spirits by mauling Mr. Walsh's
valiant combine somewhat mercilessly to the tune of 37-0 to
give Bowdoin another winless
season and bring down the curtain on Walsh's 23-year coaching
career at the Brunswick institution.
Ellis Leads Maine Line
It's not that Maine didn't appear to try and give the Black
and White an opportunity or two
to score, it's just that the Walshmen couldn't get started after recovering seven of eight Maine
fumbles. In the meantime, the
visitors from Orono were slowly building up a lead on occasional Bowdoin mishaps and
were never seriously threatened.
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By SKIP MARDEN
Bates ended its 1958 football
season in a manner that characterized the majority of the games
on this year's schedule, as they
dropped a 25-18 decision to the
Mules from Colby. Colby won
their first outright State Championship in 17 years. The game
was featured by many elements
which have plagued the Bobcats
throughout their schedule — injury-ridden players, apparent official blunders, gambles that
went the wrong way. and the occasional error that mars a good

a Garnet T. D. in the first half.
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referees (one on a Wylie catch
of a pass in the end zone), and
a few gambles that didn't pay off
(both resulting in Colby touchdowns) was the story of this
game and reflected the picture of
Bates football this season. Credit
must be given to the entire Bates
squad, who were not as awed by
the Colby football aggregation
and followers as many of the
student body were, but played to
win . . . and barely missed. Individuals are always difficult to
single out in a game such as this,
but particular praise should go

The key factors in the win for
Maine were a tremendously
strong line led by center Roger
Ellis who corraled a quartet of
Bowdoin fumbles with vicious
tackling and a deluge of fine
Maine backs.
Walsh Deserved More
So, Adam Walsh's years at
Bowdoin come to a close. Perhaps the best means of summing
up the situation would be to
quote the president of one Big
Ten school who said: "Every student during his undergraduate
years should experience a losing
football season." Maybe so for
the students, but Mr. Walsh deserves something a bit better
than five in a row.
The summary:
Maine
8 8 7 14—37
Maine scoring: touchdowns —
White (71-yard punt return).
Dore (45-yard blocked punt return), Theriault (1 yard plunge),
Bragg (77-yard run), Theriault
(27-yard pass from Pickett).
Conversions: Champeon (rush),
Theirault (pass from Pickett),
Theirault (placement),
Bragg
(rush).
Maine Bowdoin
First downs
13
12
Net yards rushing 254
57
Passes completed 7-14
5-25
Yards passing
109
56
Own intercepted
1
1
Average punts
4-33
9-26
STATE SERIES ACTION—(Left) Sophomore Jim Keenan skirts left end. (Right) End Jim
Fumbles lost
7-8
4-4
Wylie (80) appears to be the victim of some pass interference on the part of this Colby dePenalties yards 4-60
2-10
fender. Despite having control of the ball, the referee (right) ruled it incomplete, nullifying
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middle of the Bates line.
Throe minutes later, Heidel
gambled again, and instead of ;
kicking on fourth down, he at1
tempted to pass and was dropped
on the Bates fifteen, where Col- [
by took over, and scored as
Brown passed to Cavari with
about 30 seconds remaining in
the half. The conversion attempt ,
again failed.
Heidel Spearheads Rally
I
The second half was a different '
story, as the Bates line seemed
to tighten, and held the Mules
once on the Bates 31, once on
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performance. Colby was able to
capitalize on all of these, and
combined with a yardage gain on
the ground of 300 yards, took another title back to Mayflower
Hill.
'Cats Draw First Blood
Before a Seniors' Parents Day
crowd of 3,600, the Bobcats
scored first on a 51-yard drive
featured by two Bill Heidel passes. Starting on the Bates 49, Heidel passed on fourth down, normally a kick situation, to Frank
Vana who raced to the Colby 23.
Three plays later, Bill Lersch
grabbed one on the Colby three,
and John Makowsky carried on
four straight plays to finally
plunge over from the one. He
fumbled in the end zone, and
Colby recovered, but for once
the officials ruled in favor of the
Bobcats, and it was a Garnet
touchdown. The conversion attempt, a Heidel to Bob Muello
pass, was no good.
Colby Dominates
The remainder of the first half
was dominated by Colby who
scored three touchdowns to lead
as the teams left for half time 186. The first touchdown for Colby came on a drive of 67 yards
as fullback Wayne Fillback carried most of the time in successive short gains. Sophomore Bob
Nigro plunged over from the one
to tie the score, as the conversion failed. With less than four
minutes to go, Heidel gambled
with a fourth and four situation,
and attempted a draw play on
the Bates 30. Lersch was nailed
for a three yard loss and the
Mules took over on the Bobcat
27. Two plays later, after a 22
yard pass by Mark Brown to Pete
Cavari, Colby scored as Al Rogan swept over end. Brown's attempt to pass was stopped by the

the Bates 18, and once on the. to Don Welch, Bill Hayes, Jim
Bates 6. Colby scored once as Gallons, Jack Flynn, and George
Nigro climaxed a steady succes- ! Dresser in the line, end Jim Wysion of plays off the left side of | lie, and backs Makowsky and
the Bates line, and Bob Sargent Heidel, to mention but a few.
kicked the extra point. However, I The summary:
the Bates fans were excited by i Colby (25)
(18) Bales
le, Wylie
the razzle-dazzle football that Bruce, le
It, Hayes
pleases any crowd, as Bates made Berman, It
lg, Flynn
Fowler, lg
a game try to get back in the Connors,
c, Dresser
c
ball game.
rg, Welch
Clough, rg
rt, Davis
In the last quarter, a Heidel to Sands, rt
re, Muello
Jim Wylie pass and then a lat- Cavari, re
qb, Heidel
Brown, qb
3ral to Jim Keenan netted 44 Parren, lhb
lhb, Vana
yards, and then a Heidel pass Roden, rhb
rhb, Makowsky
fb, Lersch
down the left side to Wylie Nigro, fb
Colby
0 18 0 7—25
netted six points. The conversion,
Bates
6 0 0 12—18
an attempted kick by Jack Flynn
Substitutions: Colby — Rogan,
was slightly astray from the up- Williams,
Beaulieu,
Fillback.
rights. Nigro then scored his Shea, Lathe, Dionne, Roda, JorT.D. With only minutes remain- dan, Sargent. E. Burke, R. Burke,
Bloom. Bates — Keenan, Gibng. Frank Vana caught a Heidel bons, Walsh, Greene, Morton,
pass going away, and utilizing his Gallons.
Touchdowns: Colby — Nigro 2.
ireat speed was off for another
Cavari. Bates — Makowtouchdown, but this was not Rogan,
sky, Wylie, Vana. Point after
enough and despite a great sec- touchdown: Colby — Sargent
ond half try by the Bobcats, they (place-kick).
Bates Colby
couldn't overcome the lead the
12
17
Mules piled up in the first half, First down
Net yards rushing
58
293
and the game ended 25-18.
Yards passing
189
56
Not Awed By Colby
Passes tried
29
9
11
3
Injuries (Larry Hubbard, Jim Completed
2
1
Geanakos, and Don Welch), sev- Fumbles lost
Kick av. yard
30(3) 16(4)
eral apparent bad calls by the Yards penalized
15
45

Cat Tracks

(Continued from page six)

I don't mean to condone the Colby fans or condemn them,
nor do I want to assume the part of the horrified, straightlaced Puritan thinker of colonial days and of present time (in
some places). However, some of the Blue and White enthusiasts displayed the intelligence of the marauding European
tribes in the middle ages — an intelligent quotient ranging
between 50-70 which designates mental deficiency. Their
actions here won't be forgotten for quite awhile.
* * *
Located elsewhere on these pages is the 1958 edition of the
All-Maine team selected after careful consideration by the
STUDENT Sports Staff. Mr. Meshako and I have tried to be
objective in our choices of the many top football players in
the state. It wasn't easy and we hope you appreciate our
position.
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Bobcat Cross- Bates Booters Lose Last Three Contests;
Country Team
Shows Promise Lack Of Coaching Staff Spells Difference
By PETE GARTNER
By DAVE GRAHAM
The Garnet Hill and Dale men
Bates soccer fortunes took a
after deciding to pass up the
New England Championships drastic dip downward last week
Monday closed out a successful as the booters dropped three
successive games. These losses,
initial season.
coming
at the end of the camWith the first varsity schedule
paign,
shoved
the 'Cats down to
in over ten years, the Cat roadmen proved that cross-country a 4-4 mark. Injuries played a big
was back and belonged here at part in this sudden collapse for
when the key men were hurt
Bates.
there was no one to take their
Lose To Top Teams
places. Also, as the season proAfter dropping their first meet, gressed, it was very evident that
a tri-sided affair with Boston U. the team was in dire need of
and Tufts, they were run over by I coacmne
a too powerful University of
Agnos Hurt
Maine team on the following
On November 4, the 'Cats took
Saturday to the tune of a 19-42
on
St. Francis and came away
score (low score wins in crosscountry). The Garnet runners on the short end of a 3-1 score.
obviously had race jitters and Without trying to alibi, the maturned in one of their poorer jor factor in this loss was the
absence of Goalie Art Agnos,
races here.
who
was hurt in the first BowIt was a more confident and
aggressive Garnet team that doin game. With an inexperlined up against Bowdoin in the ienced goalie in the nets, the
>»«„„_•«
fi_„i„ m.
A ci™,„—i,;
seasons finale.
The
Slovenski- I .boys
* from, St. Francis
... went to
!
town
and
scored
three goals.
men, determined to make their
first win a big one over Bowdoin, Freshmen Ken Anderson and
did just that by a 15-43 count.
John Levine are going to give
Plenty Of Talent Available
the Cats real power, previously
Fabulous Rudy Smith was the lacking in the two mile.
team's top man, naturally, but
Men like Reed James, Roger
bigger surprises came from tre- Bates and DeWitt Randall are
mendously improved Jeff Ken- going to give real depth to the
yon. Jeff should take over those' indoor circuit as will a host of
old retired shoes once filled by | freshmen and upperclass runJim Riopel and Fred Bragdon, j ners who benefitted from the
formerly Garnet mile stars, season of cross country grinding.

Coaching Would Help!!
I Bates squad. With nine minutes
To make matters even worse I gone in the third quarter Glovthe 'Cats' two big guns were si- er on an excellent head shot off
lenced as Erich Walka was a corner kick tied it up. The
forced out with a very bad bone ' game remained tied until 18 minbruise. Dave Rushforth had to utes of the fourth quarter had
leave because of a broken blood elapsed. Then Bowman tapped in
vessel in his ankle. But giving ; a little dribbler from out in front
credit where credit is due, Col- I of the goal to break the tie. The
by was much the superior team. 'Cats put on the pressure and
Beauchemin almost tied it up on
The big difference is of
a break away shot. But the Bowcourse coaching. The 'Cats
die goalie did the splits and decan certainly benefit from
flected the ball away.
some first class coaching. As
one of the players said. "We
Several Returnees For Next Year
have the talent, but just
In summing up the season the
scrimmaging every afternoon
Beauchemin Averts Shutout
Booters gained a lot of valuable
isn't going to make us a well
experience. Fellows like Paul
The second period saw two
coordinated and smooth
Gianini, Dick Yerg, John Allen,
more goals, one by their star forfunctioning team."
Fred Turner, John Adams, Agward Vollmer and the other by
nos, Dave Kramer, Deuillet,
Brackett. The Bates defense was Deuillet Opens Scoring
helpless against the sharp, acTraveling down to Bowdoin Rushforth and Beauchemin will
curate passing of the Mules. It last Saturday for the season's be back next year to form a
was only the sensational goal finale the team was not in the solid nucleus. As has been said
tending by Agnos that kept the best of shape and lost 2-1. Walka before and probably will be said
score from going higher.
could only play at half speed and again, the team in order to really
In the third quarter they real- Rushforth was unable to make click needs good sound coaching.
ly piled it on as Brackett got the trip. Nevertheless the 'Cats Who knows? Maybe next year the
his second and Chase and Nye took the offensive and at the club will have attained varsity
each added one. The only con- eight minute mark George Deuil- status and have a full time coach.
solation that Bates got was the let connected after a corner kick Credit must also be given to
goal by Fred Beauchemin at the was deflected out in front. His manager Jim Carignan and to
two minute mark. Thus at the shot hit the post and bounced in. Bud Baxter who did a fine job
In the first half the Polar refereeing throughout the seaend of the third period the score
was 6-1. But more were to come Bears couldn't seem to get their son. Senior Captain Bob "Chip"
in the fourth quarter as Chase offense rolling. But in the second Leonard deserves praise for a job
and Vollmer scored their second | half they roared back and took well done under "adverse" conthe play away from the tired ditions.
goals of the afternoon.
Fred Beauchemin
averted a
shutout as he scored in the middle of the third period.
Two days later the booters
traveled up to Colby to do battle with the Mules. It was an entirely different game than their
previous encounter. Colby started things off with a bang as
Knowles scored in the first minute of play. It was easy to see
that this just wasn't the 'Cats'
day as the Mules dominated play
and scored whenever they
pleased. The 8-1 tally indicates
that they did just that.
*
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